Statistics on Jan 2020 Lecture
227 delivered, 145 opened; 0 bounced, 64 clicks, 61 Responses
New Art for a New Society: Propaganda and Russian Art by Natalia Murray
Q1

Which of the following criteria
describe the lecture?
Subject was well researched
Informative content
Related to title
Organised structure
Relevant images
Good quality images
Total Responses

Q3

How did the Lecturer respond to
questions?
Responded well
Did Not Respond well
Not applicable

Q2
58
53
52
51
54
45
61

Total Responses
Q4

61
0
1

61

Which of the following describe the lecturer’s
presentation?
Clear and audible voice
55
Confident presentation
54
Managed equipment well
53
Managed time well
53
Rapport with audience
51
61

How do you rate the lecture?
Outstanding
Excellent
Very Good
Good
Passable

16
29
12
2
1

Poor

1

Answered

61

Q5: Please use the space if you wish to make any further comments. (25 responses)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Did her best on a not very interesting subject
I just found the lecturer difficult to hear - was it the mike or is it just old age creeping on?
Gave an insight into Russian history as well as the development of communist art.
Of special interest to me as 1900 to 1989 my area of research...at one time! Especially the role of
women in Russia and USSR.
5. A real eye-opener of a lecture. Lots of food for thought. She should be invited back for another
lecture covering Russia.
6. Better than I expected. Everyone said what an enjoyable, interesting lecture.
7. I was far from the only person struggling to keep awake!
8. Monotonous voice......hard not to fall asleep
9. At the back it was sometimes difficult to make out what she was saying, but a most interesting
lecture.
10. More interesting than initially expected!
11. Absolutely fantastic only sorry it was so short
12. Thouroughly enjoyable. Fascinating history. More from this speaker please
13. Excellent, informative lecture about a period of history and the art it inspired that is not well known.
As the speaker is a native of St Petersburg the information was of a very high quality.
14. The best one yet!
15. The speaker spoke too fast which made clarity poor. She also changed slides too quickly on a
couple of occasions which prevented fully examining what was being shown.
16. A great informative lecture on a subject I found v interesting about a regime still shrouded in
mystery .
17. Found voice a little monotonous and muffled. Interesting content but could be livelier delivery
18. An hour seemed too short to listen to this speaker. One of the best lectures I've attended.
19. Excellent, learnt a lot

20. Fascinating historical detail and images to match. Hugely interesting and enjoyable. Many thanks
for organising this.
21. Best lecture I have heard
22. Infinitely more interesting than I thought it would be - much wider ranging.e.g. That lots of the art
produced was actually for world consumption - and that Eisenstein was really only popular in the
west! Fascinating talk - and wonderful newsreel of Lenin’s funeral and whole politicians that Stalin
managed to remove -permanently.
23. Good to learn of the different ways that the post-revolutionaries promulgated their ideas. I was
particularly interested in the trains and boats as a medium for spreading ideology to the masses.
Most informative and enjoyable, thank you.
24. Well presented and interesting subject of which we know very little
25. This was an area of Russian art about which I was not particularly knowledgeable therefore I found
it extremely interesting.

